Specially designed for green vehicles, this product is the perfect tone to achieve spectacular streaking effects on Sherman’s, T34’s or any other green allied vehicle, modern or from the WWII. An indispensable color.

**AK 024**
**DARK STREAKING GRIME**
**FOR GREEN VEHICLES**

Specially designed for green vehicles, this product is the perfect tone to achieve spectacular streaking effects on Sherman’s, T34’s or any other green allied vehicle, modern or from the WWII. An indispensable color.

**HOW TO USE PRODUCT GUIDE**

1. Shake the bottle and use the product to paint on lines and accumulated dirt.
2. Use a clean brush and AK 011 White Spirit. Remove the excess White Spirit on a tissue or a cloth.
3. Blend in the Dark Streaking Grime with vertical strokes. Don’t forget to clean your brush regularly.
4. Repeat the blending process until you are happy with the results. But don’t forget variation is key.